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Briefly traces the annals of neckties, explains how they are made, and shows a number of
postwar ties and tie advertising
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If you want 40's and 50's style ties, this is your book! In case you are a necktie enthusiast, this is
an excellent book. This book is filled with a great deal of images and tie advertisements from the
period. Quite a bit of information about the history of ties is roofed. Gleam lot of information
regarding style trends of that time period. Sparks book has so many perinent good examples,
sections and histories, that I refer to it regularly as reference and merely to admire all the great
types of vintage neckties. I did not expect to see the "pin up" ties. Beware of Content I liked the
book. Vintage ties Fine book. Great pictures.. Fit To Be Tied Great reserve and it found its way to
great condition.25 with no tax beats any store. Pretty informative.Considering a Brioni boring tie
is usually $200 plus 8.25% in CA who cares what i pay.I prefer Goodwill for some of my ties.
Nevertheless: beware of puns! The conservative guy or one who functions where he must gown
mild provides it to Goodwill or the Salvation Army for the tax deduction. I believe if books are
likely to include this kind of content, there should be a disclaimer that goes with them. A Vintge
shop may charge $90 and E-Bay may toss it for $5. I've since purchased several vintage necktie
books and the closest similar vintage necktie book I've found was the Cowboy Necktie
publication by the Montanas! If you discover one released you can take note it and resell for
much more. Five Stars Really enjoying this book! A woman with flavor buys the crazy tie. Five
Stars Excellent book! No way you can worth a tie because of the huge selection. The pictures are
excellent!Bill Schurr Five Stars Nice book. It was just what I was wishing it would be.00. Great
book in vintage neckties A super book on 1940s period neckties including old advertising, photos
and text. Great style reference and only a fun read. Probably a continuation of the early fifties fits
in depth. Great book! Great book. Bought it for our teenage grandson who wears a lot of ties.
Otherwise, the book was loaded well, it shipped in a timely manner, and was in good condition.
Fit for any serious necktie collector I give the book five celebrities because no one author has
bested the publication however. I am still waiting for more books of this caliber and quality.
Concerning the supra touch upon valuation.and the book was written when, the late 80's or early
nineties?This book gets the pictures plus some info. Although not as comprehensive as the
Sparks publication, it still provides great photos and necktie selections. Most of the ties
presented in this publication are nontraditional.. I use this book a whole lot in my own vintage
clothing business. I'd say it's about 75% pictures and 25% info. A lot of good information for the
newbie tie collector. You will find loads of novelty and specialty ties to look at, that was quite
interesting. I was a little bit disappointed, as I would send this publication to a religious relative,
that would have been offended by the pictures of the nudie fits in this book. $3. Giving him some
of my oldies but goodies and believed he would enjoy the book aswell.
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